Advice and Investors for
Your New Cryptocurrency
ICO Advisors offers long term success for new
Blockchain-based Securities. Prioritizing models
with a clear Social Benefit.

Akoin /
Akon Cryto City
AKoin is a new cryptocurrency from Akon, the global artist
and change-maker who founded Akon Lighting (providing
scaled solar power solutions throughout Africa), created to
empower youth entrepreneurship and economic inclusion
through an exclusive suite of sustainability and growth
building crypto-based apps that offer immediate and ongoing
new revenue generating opportunities to stimulate microexchanges and financial stability in Africa and beyond.
Akon Crypto City is a first of its kind 100% crypto-based city
with Akoin at the center of transactional life. This futuristic
city already in development, beginning with 2,000 acres of
land gifted to Akon from the President of Senegal, is within 5
minutes of the new international airport, close to the coast
and a short drive from Dakar, the capital city of Senegal
(Akon’s homeland). Akon Crypto City blends leading Smart
City planning designs with a blank canvas for cryptonizing
our daily human and business exchanges, towards inventing
a radical new way of existence.

BEN
Token coming soon!
get.ben.exchange/home

BEN is a secure identity protocol. We create a
continuous identity based on the consumer’s
behavior, locations frequented, geofences
entered, walking gait, and other behavioral
factors. We use this to precisely identify a
consumer in a given moment. This allows for a
vast array of applications, one of which is the
ability for trusted parties to exchange sensitive
information.
Identity theft and fraud are global problems.
Recent biometric innovations, such as facial
scans and other biometric methods for accessing
accounts, are vulnerable. Furthermore, they
present an unprecedented risk: if they are hacked
once, you are hacked for life. BEN's patented
continuous identity platform is the new line of
defense keeping consumers and businesses
safe.

Bit Minutes /
BTM Token
bitminutes.com

BitMinutes’ vision is to make mobile financial services affordable and
ubiquitously available to consumers across the globe. BitMinutes are
a mobile digital currency, backed by a commonly used asset (prepaid
minutes) enabling consumers, carriers and financial services
institutions to increase their access to capital
BitMinutes combine prepaid airtime with blockchain technology
unleashing a new, innovative cryptocurrency for mobile financial
services.
BitMinutes (“BTM” or “BTMs”). BitMinutes are encrypted tokens
powered by P2P Cash’s proprietary Smart Token technology. BTMs
create secure interoperability between disparate global financial
networks, mobile network carriers and emerging blockchains,
enabling frictionless exchange of value between those networks.

Botchain
botchain.talla.com/

BotChain brings the ecosystem of AI and RPA developers together to
provide a more transparent, trustworthy offering to enterprises and
end users.
The BotChain was created by the team at Talla Inc. After more than
two years of building intelligent, AI-driven bots for the enterprise,
Talla began pursuing their idea for BotChain. Talla is based in
Boston, Massachusetts and has raised over $12 million dollars in
venture capital, making it one of the most well-funded startups
focused on building A.I. autonomous agents for the enterprise. The
leadership team represents decades of experience in software
development, Artificial Intelligence, startups, and innovation.

Brite Banc /
CAP Token
BriteBanc “Crypto-Banking for the 21st Century” is a licensed
International Retail and Investment Bank enabled to operate globally
and catering to the crypto community around the world.
The Company operates a comprehensive retail banking online
presence, allowing depositors to earn significant interest, transfer
funds internationally, access credit and debit card services as well as
other banking functions. More importantly, BriteBanc continues to
make a significant investment in cryptocurrency technology that it is
now ready to bring to the marketplace.

Buttrfly
buttrfly.net

Buttrfly is an EOS blockchain marketplace for global
influencer activations.
Buttrfly optimizes and transacts with tens of millions
of influencers to allow brands and
entertainment/content companies to reach
unprecedented scale – utilizing influencers who are
aligned with the company ethos and who message
their influencer communities in a native/intuitive
way. The Buttrfly Effect.

Guardian Circle /
GUARDIUM Token
guardiancircle.com

Guardium is a token for a new global public safety utility. It
provides an economic framework for distributed emergency
response to the four billion unbanked people worldwide with
no 9-1-1. The Guardian Circle platform decentralizes
emergency response through mobile, voice and wearable
devices to flash-organize protection.
By utilizing a network of responders, it creates faster and
richer response to urgent situations. Guardium is its own
stand-alone blockchain. It was featured on Apple’s Planet of
the Apps and won at Launch Festival. Partner for the XPrize
for women’s safety.

Lottery.com /
Token coming soon!
lottery.com

Lottery.com Charitable Raffle vision is to raise
billions of dollars to help solve the most
pressing humanitarian needs across the globe
using global charitable raffles. Lottery.com is a
domain leader in bringing officially sanctioned
games of chance mobile. Utilizing the
experience and technology of the company’s
mobile lottery platform, the company is
revolutionizing legacy raffles into a blockchain
based platform capable of raising billions for
charities and humanitarian needs.
Lottery is in the process of developing and
launching their new token / ICO, details
coming soon.

MandtVR
www.mandt.com
Property owners have the rights to protect and monetize their assets.
Mandt Media is securing contracts with property owners & cities, as well as
passing laws with governments to ensure the protection of their immersive
media rights. Currently, all properties built after 1990 in the U.S. are protected
under copyright law. Any attempt to monetize someone's property without their
permission, is a violation of U.S. trademark law. Additional legislation will pass
this year. These rights are real, they have value and they are currently
defendable!
The physical world will collide with the Internet over the next few years and
controlling the exclusive rights to monetize real estate assets will be very
valuable. The next generation will only know this world of eye-wear, with digital
overlays. Mandt Media has taken a leadership position with this technology in
real estate and is well positioned for success in the real estate rights
management for immersive media.
Our legal partner is the global real estate law firm DLA Piper and they have
validated our strategies. We currently are at term sheet with many of the
largest landowners in the world and already have secured the rights to major
landmarks, like the Hollywood Boulevard Walk of Fame. Mandt Media has filed
for a business process patent covering the use of Augmented Reality content
and monetization of real estate assets. This patent includes the use of
Blockchain technology.

MonetaPro
chasing-coins.com/ico/MONETA

MonetaPro is a closed-loop payment platform for Global Corporate Barter. We
are a sell-for-credit business-to-business exchange that allows companies to
list goods and services at prices they determine. Upon the sale of an item, the
Company receives an internal trade credit which can then be used to
purchase other goods and services from approved trade companies
The MonetaPro exchange provides a centralized global trading venue for
companies to trade with existing trading partners, as well as find new ones.
Locating a trading partner is as simple as entering the type and amount of
goods or services desired within the powerful search engine designed by
MonetaPro. Negotiating and executing trades become easier and faster, and
tracking and reporting trade activity is in real-time.
By utilizing a private blockchain technology, all aspects of ownership become
decentralized and recorded, and the audit trail becomes more transparent
and efficient. The overall result is lower transaction costs, from locating a
trading partner, to executing the trade, to tracking and managing the trade.

Optima Curis /
Vitality Coin Token
optimacuris.com

Optima Curis combines Digital Patient Engagement, Social
Networking, Remote Patient Monitoring, Rewards and the best
collaboration tools to transform how providers, patients and their
family circle engage, collaborate and interact.
Optima Curis improves the health of individuals by leveraging the
power of many to teach , encourage and reward healthy actions
and outcomes. The eCuris Platform allows users to add value to
the community as well as to take value out all through a token
called the Vitality Coin.

PledgeCamp /
PLG Token
Crowdfunding platform lacks significant tools and features for
creators to make their campaign successful. As most of
crowdfunding platform was built for non-reward based
crowdfunding, it lacks built-in e-commerce, fulfillment and
analytics tools that creators are forced to pay from 3rd party.
Pledgecamp eliminates intermediaries and 3rd party services
in project crowdfunding process to save creator money. We
provide full features, tools and services to make your
campaign successful -providing effortless crowdfunding
campaign for creators.

Property Coin
propertycoin.re/en

Your opportunity to own a professionally managed
portfolio of real estate assets via the blockchain,
Property Coin is your exclusive key to participate in a
token backed by a diversified and professionally
managed portfolio of real estate and loans uncovered
using Aperture’s proprietary technology platform.
Property Coin represents the only opportunity that we
are aware of, anywhere, to directly invest in diversified
exposure to the residential “fix and flip” asset class,
particularly in the coin format. Property Coin will invest
100% of the net proceeds from the Property Coin ICO
in real estate properties and loans and each Property
Coin holder will own a fractional percentage of the real
estate and loan assets purchased using that money.

STEAMRole /
RoleCoin Token
steamrole.org

STEAM Role is a role model social networking app for finding your
dream career by following the roadmaps of STEAM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics) role models.
STEAM Role is an inspirational and aspiration guidance tool to
provide context to the vast amount of online educational content that
exists on the web.
It showcases job information including job titles, salary ranges, story
clips of diverse STEAM professionals with careers in science,
technology, engineering, art/design and mathematics. For corporate
clients, STEAM Role provides a pipeline of talented diverse talent for
corporations through an incentivized role model skills mentoring
program. RoleCoin is a digital currency that tracks and measures the
career development progress and contributions of its recipient.
Rolecoins are allocated to users and role models based on
their contributions to building out their networks. Rolecoins can be
exchanged for Bitcoin, fiat or as compensation to speak directly with
desired role models.

Votem /
VAST Token
votem.io

Votem® is pleased to introduce the VAST Token, the only
token that will enable citizens around the world to easily vote
online and from their mobile devices with an unprecedented
level of verifiability, accessibility, security, and transparency.
Founded in 2014, Votem is on a full out offensive in order to
change the way we vote and believes that mobile voting will
create positive change in the world by bringing modern voting
to the world. Votem’s Mobile Voting Platform powered the
largest blockchain-based digital vote to date.

Well
joinwell.io

WELL is globalizing healthcare and eliminating country borders to directly
connect doctors, therapists, psychologists and other healthcare specialists to
patients worldwide.
We are creating WELL tokens to solve the world’s biggest healthcare issues
surrounding cross-border payments, data accessibility and payment risk.
We’re making it possible for the highest quality healthcare providers to serve
anyone, anywhere.
The Problem: Access to quality medical services is either very expensive or
impossible, due to the geographical distance from a patient’s residence, high
prices for medical services, unnecessary bureaucracy and inefficiencies of
insurance companies and healthcare systems.
The Solution: Have 24/7/365 access to healthcare service. WELL is a global
network of multilingual doctors and specialists. Patients receive medical
support in their native language from leading doctors wherever
they are in the world.

Our Successful
Token Events (ICO’s)

LoyalCoin /
LYL Token
loyalcoin.io

The next generation of customer loyalty - with points that can be used
everytime,everywhere. Appsolutely is launching LoyalCoin as a part of its
ecosystem that provides digital rewards for multinational companies.
LoyalCoin is earned bypurchasing at participating retailers and can be
used to purchase goods, pay utilities, and converted to fiat. Currently
developing Proof of Concept and lining up international pilot tests for
LoyalWallet, a blockchain backed system that ensures secure
transactions, which will be rolled out Q1 2018.
Appsolutely is the creator of the blockchain-backed “Loyalty Economy,”
enabling brands and consumers to connect and transact more effectively
via customer loyalty programs. Appsolutely has been a leader in loyalty
apps since 2013. It provides an (award-winning) suite of offerings
including LoyalPlatform, LoyalCoin and LoyalWallet that enable brands to
increase their impact with customers and empower them with rewards
that are easy to own, manage and redeem in a scalable environment.
Appsolutely is a global company that partners with brands in every region
of the world to achieve maximum return from their loyalty programs.

Vinchain /
VIN Token
vinchain.io

Vinchain provides decentralized vehicle history with complete
transparency and immutability. Vinchain documents a vehicle’s
history on the blockchain to make the market transparent to
customers.
Requests can be made with vinchain tokens. The tokens are then
distributed to information providers. Consumers benefit by increasing
the value of their vehicle during point of sale by contributing to the
repository of data on the blockchain with the help of vehicle tracking
devices.
Users benefit in that people will not be able to change or forge
information about a vehicle, the roads will be safer with accurate
vehicle information, and it will create a trust-based community for
dealers. Currently has a successful strategic partnership with
autoinspect.us.

